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--AAiNew Academic Mall blessed 
Bv KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
''The comings and goings"· President for Financial Affairs, 
of Xavier studeritS were blessed Dr. Ri~hard Hirte, who· 
by the university's president managed the physical .· 
Father James Hoff iast improvements and the Director 
Wednesday at ~he dedication of of the Physical Plant, Jim 
the new Academic Mall. Landers, who was Hirte's "right 
Both faculty and students ann, hand and brain;'' 
gathered at the giant ''X" in front Vice-President of 
of Mc.Donald Library for niusi.c, Academic Affairs Dr. James E. 
refreshments, food and a . Bundschtih, who eagerly 
moment of reflection in gratitude pursued every change, was also 
for Xavier's two new rnalls. thanked for his undivided 
Father Michael Graham attention to the transition of 
· thanked everyone for attending · Xavier'.s campus . 
. the first "Xavierstock" while. Thanks were also 
·introducing Father Hoff, whc:> expressed to.the . 
promised a short speech of horhiculturalists and University 
thanks rather than several Contractors who designed the 
different speakers as advertised. plans and planted all of the trees 
· "We are grateful for ... the and flowers along the 
new feel, new tone [and] new Residential and Academic 
environment in which we live ~ Malls, as well as those 
and' w0rk;'' said Father Hoff. . surroundi~g Bellannine Chapel. 
"We .are also gratefuffor · ·. · · ·· · '!foiCI between 4;30 p.m. 
the university's chance to learn ·- and 6 p.m., this "Thank God It's 
and teach one another and for all Wednesday" gathering was 
·· who made it a reality.'! . changed frorn its typical Friday 
Father Hoff continued to date and expanded to include 
express his personal gratitude for not only faculty and administra-
important figureheads in the . tors, but also students. 
XU2000 plan; including Vice- The last-minute planning 
photo. by Ramon DeJesus 
, There.is a new look and feel in the air as students walk_to classes on 
the new Academic Mall blessed this past week. 
for the event included notifyfog 
faculty and administrat()rs via 
voice-mail systems on Monday, 
.. ·August 26~: and displaying notiees 
in the cafeteria, the Musketeer Inn 
and the Residence Halls for 
students to see. 
This month's.faculty party 
was sponsored by Xavier's 
Military Science Department, and 
was organized primarily by · 
Captain Becky Smith. 
. Smith ~nvited the U.S. Air 
Force Band of Flight called 
!'Systems Go" to perform at the 
function. 
The seven-member band 
played songs varying from pop-
rock to country where '"X' marks 
the spot for ... celebration.'' 
·Grading scale plan revisited 
Bv KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
LastMarch 13, 1996, the 
Board of Undergraduate Studies 
met with Academic Vice-
President James E. B,undschuh to 
discuss the possibility of 
implementing a plus/minus 
grading scale at Xavier. 
· Returning students will 
recall the great debate and student 
forum on February 26 that Dr. 
Bundschuh was asked to attend 
before making any decision. 
After the March 13 meeting, 
Dr. Bundschuh sent the decision 
back to the Board and asked them 
to study the sugg~stion more 
thoroughly in the hopes of making 
a decision representative of the 
best interests of the Xavier 
community. 
"I think that the 
recommendation for further study 
and more analysis ofthis 
particular scale was the correct 
thing to do," said Bundschuh. 
The Board of Undergraduate 
Studies re~ched a ~ecision on 
April 24, 1996. At the meeting, 
Dr. Geraldo Sousa asked two 
students and Dr. Max Keck to· 
present the pros and cons of 
implementing tile mentioned 
scale. 
The presentation of these 
views left the committee four 
options: to not take any action and 
wait for the new committee.in the 
a Jist of pros and cons to Dr, 
Bundschuh for his direction, to 
repeal the previous action, or to 
reaffirm the previous vote (6-5 in 
favor of implementation) in an 
overwhelming and resounding 
way. 
A 7-.3 vote of the committee 
defeated the previous action, thus 
making "the recommendation to 
Dr. Bundschuh to rescind .the 
original recommendation for that 
particular plus/minus scaie .. 
"The co~ittee ~as not 
asked to study whether the scale 
would be popular at Xavier, but 
whether it was the best thing for 
the University," said Bundschuh. 
Junior BiJI Kellermeyer, 
who served on the Bc;>ard and the 
committee last year, expanded. 
He said, "There was no clear 
reason to adopt this plus/minus 
scale. The biggest reason for its 
defeat was that many of the 
students were against it and even 
the faculty and staff were split in 
their interests." 
Some reasons supporting 
this proposed scale included a 
more accurate representation in 
determining a student's grade and 
that the scale did not have to be 
used by each professor. 
Reasons against the scale 
included a heigh~ened awareness 
of grades, which would lead to 
more "teacher-shopping" and the 
best students would be penalized 
· because th~re would be no reward 
of an A+ (or a D-). 
"Because not enough people 
found a true problem with the 
current system, there was.no 
reason to adopt a new scale," said 
Kellenneyer . 
. Bundschuh also said, "It 
would be interesting to see other 
variations of the scale, but none 
are anticipated any time soon.'' 
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·.··Club Day 
on the mall 
'Club Day wiU be held Monday, Sept. 9 from 11 .. 3 p.m. on . 
the Academic Mall. All Xavier clubs and organizations will be · · 
represented and will provide information about their dubs. There 
will be entertainment, free food from local grocery stores and 
vendors at the Starvin~ Students Expo." 
Stude:nt business . . 
The Coleman Foundation has given a $20,000 grant to the 
Xavier Entrepreneurial Center's Micro-Loan Fund. This funding 
is available to help student entrepreneurs start their own 
businesses. Students can apply in December in order to start a 
business second semester or in April for a summer business. For 
more information on the application process and eligibility, contact 
Dr. Sandy Eustis atthe Xavier Entrepreneurial Center at 745-3429. 
·Spirit Celebration 
. ( . . t ~ . .:. 
The annual Spirit Celebration will be held on Sunday, Sept. · 
8. The celebration includes the traditional Mass to open the 
school year at 4:30 p.m. on the Residential Mall, followed by a · 
picnic at 6 p.m. and a concert by The Gufs at 7:30 p.m. 
First ·tecture s·eries. 
The first lecture series will be held on Wednesday, Sept. 1 l 
at 4:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall. The speaker will 
be former South African Ambassador Sidego who will speak about . . . 
apartied. A reception will beheld in the Kelley Auditorium Lobby 
at 3:30 p.m. before the lecture. · 
Security Notes 
· · · Monday; Aug. 26; 3:00 p.m. 
A student in Kuhlman Hall rep0rted someone keyed obscene 
words on the side door of the hood of her car while. parked in the 
North Lot. 
Thursday, Aug. 29, 4:15 p.m. 
A student in Husman Hall reported that between 5 p.m. and 
11:30 p.in. on Aug~ :is, someone stole·his personal clothing from a· 
dryer in the basement of Husman. 
,. ~· . . . . -
Saturday, Aug. 31, 3:30 a.m. 
. A commuter student rei>orted his-vehicle WaS damaged while 
parked in the Village. A windshield wiper and the car antennae 
were broken off. · · 
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 30 and 31 
Six misdemeanor charges were issued for underage 
consumption of alcohol; three in the. Village and three in the North 
Lot. 
compiled by Kara Benken 
BY VIRGINll\ SUTCLIFFE 
. THEXAVIERNEWSWIRE 
The. Xavier College of 
" Business Administration's 
cooperative ·education program is 
in full swing this semester after 
approval last spring to· move the 
program forward. 
The cooperative education 
program, open solely to junior and 
seniors in the College of Business 
Adtninistration, is a program in · 
which students work in a career-
related position while earning 
money as well as academic credit 
and valuable work experience. 
Kathleen McClusky is the 
director of the program and has 
beeri working_ to place students in 
co-ops of their choice. 
· "Students come to me and 
say this is where I want to work 
and we call up the business and 
try to work out the co-op," said 
McClusky. Students are eligible 
for co-op if they are a full time · 
CBA student with a declared 
major. 
A minimum GPA of2;75 
and a course in Management 30 I 
are also required. 
.There are two types of co-
oping from which studel)ts can 
choose. In the parallel program, 
students work a minimum of 20 
hours per week and go to scho9l 
full time. · 
In the alternating program 
students work one' !)emester 'and 
then co-op the second semester, 
· KyleSkeldon i~ working with a 
Students are eligible to ' · comp?.,ny called Cin-Maid and 
·· receiv¢ a maximum of three . .. Molded Pulp products .. 
credits with.the parallel program .. -Skeldon's]ob includes 
or amaximuin of six hours.with' . devel(>pfog.product strengths and 
-the altem~tingpro~ratn~ . : weRkn~sses; identifying potential 
· .. :.. . -~Btuaents will receive a , , :,::;·_c;lientsarici ~eiping the company 
~ade b~e<l6n.ari ~lrtployer · · ;_:_· ~rieiraie riew r1iarkets. · . 
evaluation :and other criteria · .. · . Skeldon is also doing the 
decided upon by advisor and ··parallel program. He said it is a_ 
, student. All of these positions are really good way to guarantee a 
paid, but the amount is deeided by · b JO . 
. each individual company. . - ''I think this is a great way 
· . The goal of the CBA is to to explore different career areas I 
have at least 15 students in the would not normally _be able to 
program. So far 13. students;are explorejust by goinM<i'class," 
participating. . . · said Skeldon; 
. . "I _think the program is · If a student is interested in 
going extremely well," said co-oping and has not had MGt 
McClusky· . 301 yet; McClusky says there are 
The students involved in the still openings. 
program are also excited about it. "Students need to get into 
Senior Entrepreneurial Studi_es cla8s now in order to co-op in the 
majc;>r, Bob Batchelle~ is co-oping spiing," said McClusky. 
with a home construction com- McClusky said that although 
pany called Zaring. the program is only open tQ 
· · His co-op involves going to Juniors arid Seniors it is riot to 
sch.ool full time and working 20 early for freshmen to start 
hours per week. . planning if they are interested. 
His job involves evaluating "I am anticipating that the 
new markets to help the company . current freshman class will be the 
··expand. · biggest co-op group," said 
Batcheller said that the ' . McClusky. · · 
· program is definitely worthwhile. . . Interested students have . 
"I urge other students to do until. Sept · l l to add co-op to· their 
it and pfan early. Although you · schedules. · 
might graduate in ,four and a half 
years it would be well worth it," 
said Batcheller. · 
Junior Management. " 
Entrepreurship and Spanish major 
For further information 
regarding this program, contact 
McClusky at 745-4869. 
Voter registration. driv_e 
aims .for fall elections 
. BY VIR~INIA SUTCLIFFE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
For those students who think their opinion, or 
. their vote, is unimportant, Legislative Vice-President 
of Student GovemmenfAssociation (SGA), senior, 
Matt Whitehead will change your mind. 
· "The fall elections will be a defining. moment 
· in American history," said Whitehead. 
· "Eyery student on this campus has the po\\'.er 
to impactthe outcome of this election."·. · 
Beginning on Monday, Aug·. 9 at C~ub Day' on· 
the Mall, Whitehead and his team will .be registering 
Xavier students to vote iit the 1996 election. 
· · Officially entitled the Voter Registration · 
Education Drive, the goal of the program is to 
register all of the undergraduate students, whether in 
Hamilton County or through Absentee Ballots f~r 
any state in the nation. · · · 
Students can vote.on Election day, Nov. 5. 
Whitehead would like to see more students vote this · . . . 
year than in the past _ 
"My personal goal is to see 3,000 stude~ts 
registered. · · 
"Two years a_go we attempted to register voters 
. for the off-year congressional elections, and we were 
not that successful. . 
''The University regards this as an area that 
needs some attention," said Whitehead. 
SGA is providing prizes for incentives to 
register as many students as possible. 
A competition between the Residence Halls 
.·"Thefall 
elections .. will ·be a 
"defining m_oment in 
·-American· history. ". 
-'....Matt Whitehead 
. . . ' 
. will firid$200 awarded to the Hall.with the highest. 
percentage of registered voters. · · 
The education partOfthe drive will be found 
in the showing of politically charged movies such· 
as "Dave",.''The Distinguished Gentleman", ''The· 
American.President", and "Nixori" uirgeted for the 
Xavier Movie Channel. 
Whitehead is also attempting to !>ring various 
representatives from both political parties to pass 
.·out literature to students and to debate each other in 
the Residence Halls at a free forum for students. · 
' ''The closing event wiil be our 'Red, White 
and Biue Basii' held in the cafeteria, where we will .. 
watch the election returns and cheer our candidates 
on to victory," said Whitehead. 
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New shutle_service hours allow shuttle to be.more accessible. 
Xavier Shuttle 
Expa~~s Service 
Bv. KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE. 
The Xavier University 
. Shuttle Service announces new · 
times and a new phone number for 
the 1996-97 school year. 
Beginning on Monday, 
·.August 26, 1996, the shuttle 
extended its hours for Sunday to . 
Thursday from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
instead of the midnight closing 
last year. 
On Friday and Saturd~y 
nights, the shuttle willrun from 6 
p.m. to 3 a.m. 
The service is comJ?osed of 
one twelve passenger van and one 
eight person van (which is 
handicapped accessible). 
One van will be stationed in 
the circle in front of the University 
Center and the second will be 
stationed near. the main entrance 
to the Xavier Village. 
Students requesting rides 
should call the service's new 
telephone number 745-DRIVE or 
nieet the shuttle at the designated -
locations, marked by large blue 
and white signs. 
For those students new to 
the shuttle system, shuttles are 
available for students living off-
c_ampus but it will be limited to an 
approximately 1/2 mile radius. 
One other change this year 
is the shuttle will not transport to 
or pick-up students from student-
. owned, off-campus house pafties. 
The reason for this is because the 
hosts of the parties were .· 
unprepared for the increased 
number of students at the parties. 
Students are required to . 
present a valid University ID card 
upon the request of a shuttle 
driver. 
·············*··········· • • • 4 "1997 MISS OHIO USA5M .PAGEANT" ~ 
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• • )f NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED )f 
¥ Ity.ou are an applicant who ¥ 
¥ qualifies and are between the ages of . ¥ 
¥ 18 and 27by February l, 1997, never ¥ 
-1f married and at least. a six month ¥ 
¥ resident of Ohio, thus college dorm .lf 
• s'tudenis are· eligible, you- could be • 
¥ Ohio's representative al the CBS- lf 
lf nationally televised Miss USA® lf 
¥ · Pageant• in February to compete for ¥ 
lf over $200,000 in cash and prizes. The lf 
¥ Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1997 will lf 
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of 
lf the Columbus MarriQ.tt North in lf 
lf Miss Ohio usA111 Colµmbus, Ohio, November 30 & · ¥ 
lf December l, 1996. The new ~liss Ohio ¥ 
¥ USA, along with her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-nationally ¥ · 
¥ televised Miss USA Pageant; will receive over $1,000 in cash among her !llany lf 
· ¥ prizes. All ladies interested in competing for the title must respond by mail. lf 
Jf . Letters must inelude a recent snapshot, a brief blograp!Jy, 11·-' 
¥ address and 11 phone number. , WRITE TO: )f 
¥ '997 MISS OHIO USAPAGEANT . o ¥ 
¥ cloTri-Slale Headquarters· Dept CA If Carvem Production' ~-BBB~, )if 
¥ ·347Locus1Avenue, l'lashinglon, PA 15301 Celcb12tingo1~r ¥ 
¥ , Tri State Headquarters Phone is (412) 225-5343 'Potgcan:~~~ ~rpose·iv ·~---· ¥ 
-'if Applle11tlon De11dllne Is Oerober ;, 1996 --~-·. ¥ 
• •itlfss U,S,t• Pngennt .is pnrt oft be /llndison Sqrtnre Gnrdenfnmlly. • 
¥ Miss Pennsyl11ania USA.~ Pageant is "A Carvern Production" )(- · 
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Xavier students win trip 
to the Big, Easy 
Bv VmGINIA SUTCLIFFE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Most students attend the 
Getaway darice justhoping to 
have a chance to win the free 
'weekend trip. 
But most don't have a· 
backup plan or 70 chances to win 
like sophomores; Elizabeth 
Cavallaro and Julie Weidml!nn. 
Cavallaro and Weidmann 
won. the trip to New Orleans with 
. one of the 40 tickets they bought 
or one of the other 30.tickets other 
people gave th~m.. . 
"Everyone knew how much 
we wanted to go, so they just kept · 
giving us tickets," said Cavallaro. 
They planned to go even if 
they didn't win. 
Their backup plan was to 
. offer the winner $420.00 for their 
tickets. "We both really wanted to 
visit our friends who go to Tulane, 
so we were going-to go either 
way,'~ said Cavallaro. 
As their luck would have it, 
they didn't need to pay their way. 
"It was providential--our 
fortune cookie said, 'You're 
headed to.the land ofsunshine,'-
so we packed ~ur bags," said 
Weidmann. 
They were surprised when 
they got on .the air plan·e and 
found their seats in the first class 
section. 
'fhe two stayed in a 
prominent hotel in the French 
Quarter. · 
"The hotel was incredible, I 
felt like I was Annie," said 
Weidmann. She and Cavallaro 
visited their friends at Tulane but 
they also took time to enjoy the 
city: · 
"It was neat just fo see 
children tap dancing in the street," 
said Weidmann .. 
They went to the aquarium 
and Bourbon Street and listened to 
some bands. 
They spent some of the 
prize money on dinner with their 
friends. - · 
"It was the best weekend 
ever and I am so grateful we 
won," said Weidmann. 
So, w9uld they take the time 
and trouble to do it again? 
"Sure!" said Cavallaro. "It 
was a great time-definitely." 
Weidmann disagreed. "l 
wouldn't do it again because I 
think someone else should have 
· the chance." 
Cavallaro modified her 
response. "Well, yes, someone 
else should get the chance to be 
reprimanded by the limo driver for 
opening their own doors and 
carrying their own bags." 
.Yollng GOP's turn~d out i11 
record numbers at convention 
Washington-Young Americans played an 
1
_unprecedented role jn this year's GOP convention,. 
$aid Haley Barbour, chair of the· Repub_Iican · 
National Committee. 
Nearly 2,000 people between the ages of 16 
and 25 went to San Diego as delegates, interns, 
pages, volunteer and representatives of groups such 
as the Young Republicans, College Republicans and 
Teenage Republicans. 
"The consequences of this election are 
enormous, and the outcome will ultimately most 
profoundly affect young people," he said. 
"I am extremely pleased by the participation of 
young people .at our convention." 
The conventjon featured a "Young Voters' 
Session," which commemorated the 25th 
amendment that gave 18-year-olds the right to vote. 
At the· session, more than 1,000 high 
schoolers, college students and professionals 
gather~d on the ~onvention floor to hear 
speeches by House Speaker Newt Gingrich 
and convention keynote speaker Rep. Susan 
Molinari, R-N.Y., among others. 
, Also, youth forums, round~table 
discussions and informal question-and-answer 
sessions with elected officials were held at the 
Youth Pavilion outside the San Diego 
Convention Center throughout the convention 
which tan from Aug. 12-15. 
The Democratic National Convention, 
held from Aug. 26-29 also featured a 
Democratic Youth Caucus and sessions for . 
young people on education and voting. 
-College Press Services 
If you have something of in~erest to 
the Xavier coinniunity or.lmow ·of a 
, :.I' 
-news happening, please call the ·Xa·vier 
·Newswire at 745-3122. 
If you would like to either write or take 
photographs for the.Newswire, meetings are held 
every Wednesday· at 6 p.m~ at the.Publications 
Office located in the Cohen Center. · 
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• Complete. multimedia computer customize for students 
• Campus Z-Station® features: 
• Powerful Intel® processor . 
• Large capacity hard drive 
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications 
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem 
• :Desktop Systems include Microsoft® Natural® Keyboard 
.and Microsoft Mouse . . · 
• Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun 
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel, 
· PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants 
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0 
• Microsoft Plus! · 
• Games for Windows 95 
• Norton AntiVirus and more 
• Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available 
• Ask about Micr()soft·Programmer's Dream Pack 
· Processor Pentium 100 MHz Pentium 133 MHz Pentium 166 MHz 
Hard drive 1.2GB 1.GGB 2.1GB 
Monitor 14" (13.2" vle~able) 15" (13. 7" viewable) 15" (13. 7" viewable) 
Price $1799 ' "$2199 $2499 
with LAN card $1899* $2299 $2599 
Experience Campus Z-Statio·n, call: 
1-ao·o.a11.34s2 
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1" Three Ring Binder 
• 6-1/2' x 11' 
o Available In seven colors 
• Double Inside pockets · 
Ust Prf[e $3.05 .. 
1oc 
• Olfl[eMai Everyday Low Prf[e • llfW~A#. Stick Pen$ V'Guaranteed low Prices V' Selection To The ,Max V' Satisfaction Guaranteed-... ... 
·d:Z•l;if!i:JM• .. 
File .Tote . . . 
• Accommodates leHer/legal size files 
• Bulll-ln rail for hanging files 
• Dust cover · 
• Indigo blue. 
Uit Prf[e:$17~99 
$999 
· · OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 0302-4382 · 
SINGLE SUBJECT . 
Five Star Notebook 
•6-1/2'x11'Sheets · 
" College Ruled 
• 100 Sheets 
Ust Price 54.15 
$~· 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Prke 0601.0149 
••





our low prices 
up to 155% •. 
. · See store 
~~~~~~~- for details;'.; 
Graphing 
Calculator 
• 8-llne x 16-character display 
·. • Equation solving capabilities 
• Back-:-up battery 
$9400. 
OfficeMax Everyday low Price 
A.LL DIGITAL 
Answering Machine 
• Tapeless microchip recording 
• Selective skip, save and ::f: 
delete .,,~ 
• LED message dfspfay 
• Remote capabilities 
s4. "'°°. Model#1710 I ,- - 0201.41os 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
CjAT&T -
. : , Extended Back To School Shoppir1g_'Hours Now Through Sept 8: Sun: 10nm-,6pm Mon-Frr: 7nrn-10pin Sat: 9am-9prn . 
Office.95 
Upgrade s2· 2· ··999 .· 
' ' ·. 1401~6370 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
Ca11011 
COLERAIN TOWNSHIP: Colerain Towne C.enter. ·. 
Colerain Avenue and 1·275 .•.....••.............. 385-5409 
SYMMES TOWNSHIP: Fields-Ertel Road between 1·71 ·and 
Montgomery Road, across from.King's Auto Mall .....• 677-1689 
TRl·COUNTV: 'Trl·County Commons. East Kemper 
next to Wal-Mart .•..•.•....•.....•.••.... ; .•... 671-8400 
EASTGATE: Eastgate Mall Crossing. Eastgate 
Boulevard, across from Eastgate Mall ••... ,. ••. , ••.. 752·2406 
FLORENCE: Houston Lakes. Spiral Drive · . KENWOOD: Montgomery Road, west of Kenwood Road .794-9520 
next to Kohls, across. from Wal-Mart .•••.......•..•• 647·7200 · · 
~· Digital Printing T1d1na/ogy Fat 711• Right Laak, Right Naw 
1·1/Z" 111• bluk Ink 
an 20I White band paper. 
One coupon per customer. ea 
Nol valld wllh anr olher oner. . • • 
1 Coupon goad through 111115/118 1 122574341027 I 
L---------~--------------·---..1 
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Opinions 
Editoiials 
Earlier this summer, I 
spent one month worki.ng in 
· Washington, D.C., one of the 
most incredible cities in the 
world. I toured all the sights, 
ate all th~ exotic foods and got 
excited about life in politics. 
However, my stay in 
Washington was not exactly 
rosy. In fact, my accorilmodii 
tions lacked basic cheap hotel 
standards. 
· I am speaking of Ameri-
can University. ·The residence 
halls looked·horrible from the 
outside, landscaping rieeded fo 
be done, trash and glass picked 
up and paint needed to be 
applied. · · 
The interior reaked of a 
foul odor that I could really 
never oJace. The bathrooms 
· were cleaned weekly, but when 
15 guys use 4 showers and 
toilets daily, you can imagine 
the frightening picture. 
. One night I went down- · 
stairs to discover the carpet was 
moving. I should say that there 
were a million little flying ants 
covering the carpet.coming out 
of the bathroom. 
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would never allow conditions 
like this to occur. 
I bragged with pride 
about Xavier's living facilities. 
and all those who spend many 
hours maintaining them. 
I want to formally thank 
them and tell them that their 
work does not go unnoticed or 
unappreciated by the students. 
I tip my hat to everyone who 
maintains the grounds and 
keeps .the residence halls 
looking beautiful. 
Matt Whitehead . · 
. senior 
Letter:s to the editor can be sent 
to The Xavier Newsire Opinion. 
. & Editorial seciion: 3800 ·. 
Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, 
OH 45207 or can be dropped off 
at The Newswire offices in the · · 
graphics and publications 
building in Cohen Center. 
Letters should be kept to a 250 
word maximum. The Xavier 
Newswire reserves the right to 
edit letters for space. All letters 
must be signed and include a 
telephone number. 
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Davis loses war 011 ''culture'~ 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The other day, my girlfriend 
asked me if I wanted to go to the 
philharmonic with her. I have to 
tell you, me going to the . . 
ohilharmonfo is like puttine: . 
perfume on a pig; It just wouldn't 
seem right. 
"You need to put a nice 
clean. suit on and go out and enjoy 
the arts and culture for once in 
your life,'' she sllid. 
I told her I wasn't going to 
do anything that required ·me to 
wear a suit. Iflcan'twear my · 
khaki shorts.and a regular shirt, I 
don't want to go. · 
I wouldn't even wear a suit 
ifl were going to meet the 
President of the United States or 
the Pope. However, if I were to 
arrange a meeting with someone 
of such great stature as, let's say · 
the late Elvis Presley, I might 
throw one on. 
"Why are you so against 
wearing a suit and going to 
something like the philharmonic -
or opera," she asked. 
She didn't understand. I 
just don't care to wear a heavy 
suit that would make.me sweat 
and smell so bad that she would 
not want to go out with me 
anymore, thus ruining my lifelong 
pursuit of finding a girl who 
would admit she was going out 
with me. · · 
I also don't like to wear ties. 
They make me feel nau-
. seous and coupled 'Vith lis~eQing 
to the philharmonic ,I would no folks, is.just let people be .the way · 
doubt throw up on an old lady · they want to be, not that my 
sitting in front of me and end up girlfriend doesn't let Ille be 
falling to the floor of the music myself, I am just using this story 
hall due to the dizzying effect they. · as an example . 
both wouid have on me. . · If you feel comfortable 
· Another reason I would not wearing 35 earrings in your nose, . 
. want to' go to the philharmonic is go for it, but for God.' s sake, with 
because I don't really care to see a .: al\ that metal in your no~e; be,,., 
snooty French guy twirl a stick ' . . careful during thunderstorms. 
around and lead a bunch of other You may like ·dressing up, 
people who 'are Americansi but going to hear a fat lady scream her 
warit to be Hke snooty French· ·· · lungs out in Italian, hey, that's · · 
people, in a song. · fine with me; But let me t.ell you, 
Anyway, does the orchestra · · I don't knock it. If you Hke doing· 
really need that goof up there those things, go ahead. . . 
twirling a baton to be able to . It just so happens that I 
perform a song? would rather throw on a pair of 
There's a country song by shorts and a baseball cap and go 
Alan Jackson I played for my fishing. You know what? I may 
girlfriend. It's a song about a even take a bag of sunflower seeds 
country boy who gets involved· ·with me and chew them and then 
with a city girl, which I confess, spit them on the ground when 
she is, God bless her heart. they've lost their taste. 
There's a line that goes: .can it uncultured, but it's a 
·''.She's Sax 5th Avenue far cry from those upscale 
perfection; caviar and dignified, socialites who run around with 
Well, I live my life in their noses in the air and eat raw 
Walmart fashion, and I like my snails and fish eggs for dinner. 
sushi southern fried." · There's a silver lining in the 
She didn;t understand my· clouds however, to my suprise, 
analogy in the song. ·before this column was published, 
· "You're going to the my girlfriend did go to an Alan. 
philharmonic if I have to drag you · Jackson concert with me and did 
there," she said, acting like my go fishing with me; plus she· 
mom did on my -first day of pre- baited her own hook. 
school. It's rily tum, and I will live 
I would give in under one up to my agreement. I will go to 
condition. the philharmonic orchestra. 
I would go to the I'll report back to· you in· a 
philharmonic if she went fishing future column, but right now I'm . 
with me; baited her own wonn,. off to get some Dramamine at 
and went to the next Alan Jackson Walgreen's. · . 
concert in Cincinnati with me. . I'm feeling a little dizzy·all 
What I'm trying tO. say here· · of a sudden . 
• • ' ' ' ' • ' , ' ' • ' • " ~ • • ,'. • , ' ' • • • • • • '. • • ' • ' • • • • • • ' '' • > • • • ' ' • ' • ' • ·, • < ' ~ , 
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Battling it. out.in tlze rink _ • . _ 
.F.emai~~:win .. at··. dating alld skatirig 
.. . . . ' .. .. . ,· ',.' . . ; ,,_ 
.· .i_then married, then had children. 
':' 'foday;'fuany couples inverse the . 
Bv CHAD ENGEiL.Jli> ·. : · orCier; h~vi~g chilclr~n first, then 
THE XAVIERNEwswnm;;_ , gettiJtg:marriect;:ancithen going to 
-' ; c()urt to sue for:custody. : . -
. , _ : - _• It bas es~aiated to the point 
. . In some soCieties,' ~· I where ~any couples elect, in the 
understand it,. men _and women are . inte,rest of time and money to get 
not allowed to get married. (for·· · , maiTitid,' have cQiJdren and get 
. instance, the Society of Jesus). ·_ divorced simultaneously with the_ 
In other sodeties, men and. additional plus of a more eventful 
women don'teven bother'to get· · wedding. · 
married; rather, they merely . . . This way they get to skip 
copulate followed by the female _the expensive honeymoon, years 
partaking in a post-conjugal __ -. of martj_al misery and geUo the 
snack so to speak of her partner's· > great Amenca~ pastime: custody 
head (I'm thinking here of the · battles. (I do. I do. (Plop'.) LooJc, 
. Praying Mantis). - - - it's a baby. I don't. I don'tand I 
Yet in the JudeO-Christian/ want ihe kicL) · · 
other soCietal, cultural atmosphere- My point, I guess if I have 
of America, the attraction of the o.ne; is that the attraction of the · 
. sexes.has taken on elaborate and - sexes is full of ritual and festive~ 
expensive ritual. ness and silliness and germ 
. For instance, whereas, .in 'swapping. 
simpler times, couples courted - . An example of this would -
. be dating,' ~hich culminates in tlie For your enjoyment, the skating finally "laced up" much time has 
: Saturday evening ritualistic "da~~·; .. ritual:· passed and the large;-''Coke~· he 
involving excessive deodorant Guy and giri arrive at large had at Micky D's (not a real 
application and the time honored · skating cqmplex. :Guy forks over restaurant, no free a~vertising 
tradition called "roller skating." cash and his beloved $125 stylish here, McDonald's) now comes 
. : This last activity is almost sneakers in return for two large back to haunt him. 
- always recom~ended by the -"skates" witb the rough look and InnocentJy, he stands to go 
female, because, females· have a feel of buffal9 carcasses' with · in search of the little boys' room. 
genetic superiority in the area of wheels stapled to their undersides. Innocently, of course, he collapses 
roller skating, a superiority that · These "skates" he then into a disheveled mass on the · 
years-0f practice and Roller-Rama proceeds to "put on" after first floor, each leg sprawled in an 
birthday parties merely reinforce. chiseling his way thfougb the . opposite direction, Ju.st as his date . 
Guys, on the other hand, crystallized smell molecules built - skates by, laughing and pointing. 
· spend their formative years saying up ~nside. For him, the rest of the 
words like "poop''. and participat- She, of course, brought her evening is spent in an desperate 
ing in organized sports. _ own well-fllmigated skatesso by . and largely unsuccessful attempt 
. - So when it comes to roller this. time. is periodically "buzzing" to claw his way to the men's . 
skating, any self-respecting, : by, merrily waving and giggling room. She skates by and laughs . 
testosterone-toting iridividualhas with .her fellow'estrogeri-laden· and an American ritual. 
the natural ability of a cadaver on genetically superior girlfriends. I see a connection between 
wheels_. The skates have roughly the American fe~ale and the 
Women love to take guys · 2000 eyelets and come with· . Praying Mantis. And I still can't . 
-. skating; not so much because they enough shoe lace yardage to twice get these_ damn skates off . 
like the particular guy,· but so they wrap around the skating rink. 
can make.fun of him unceasingly. By the time the guy has 
HiU Top··-ReS,e~fCh, Inc. ·Co.n·sumer-'Produ.ctTesting Division is in search of men 
··• ag0s'18t055who regu1ar1y Use a NameBrandStick deodorant. 
You rnusf~.b:e·.:he.althy and not take· any medications on a regular basis. 
FREE PROCiUCTS wilLbe provid.ed .d.uring the use phase of the study . 
. Compenscltion.from $50.00 to $300.00wm be provided for your time and trcivel. 
To _see if yoiu qu·aHfy call Monday through Friday 8,:00am 5:00pm 
, . ·. . ·- . 
248-1571 
24 hour Voice Mail available 
Hill Top ·Rese(lrch, Inc~ 
<Wards Corner -- Road· nea·r 1-275) HILL TOP RESEARCH, INC. 
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PORTS 
· 111.tr'amural Happenings 
. . . ,. . . . "" 
.. XaYier Univ~rsity's Intramural Sp0rts Program i~ getting under 
way. this fa)) by. holding sign-ups for a variety of sports .. The program 
is designed to meetthe different needs and abilities of students, as wen 
as having flexible schedules to easily accomodate busy students. 
In .fotal XuIM. is offering five sports this fa)) season. The sports· 
includ~ men'_s and w.ofuen's flag footbrul,co~rec soccer and men's and 
.· co-rec softb~U. ··There are al~o two type's of volleyball. .There will be 
three on three men's, co-rec andwomen's beach voJJeyball. Six on.six 
"All.,. T~rrian;' voJJeyball will also be offered. Half of the season will be 
· played on sand, and the other half wiU be played indoors. . 
· · Sign.:ups for all of these sports are open now until Sept. 11. 
. ·Registration forms for these sports are available in the 0' Connor Sports · 
Centerlobby. Call745-:2856 for more information. . .. . :··· 
Men 's:B~sketbaH Schedule Announced 
The 1996-97 men's basketball schedule has been announced. 
This year;S schedule feattires four. nationally televised games, two on 
ESPN;and one each oii ESPN2 and ABC'. '.There is also tlie A.tlaritic· 
IO/Conference USA Challenge at Riverfront Coliseum, and a move of 
·the Crosstown Shootoutfrom Januacy to November. 
Time 
Spikers hope to ace ,.foes · .. 
', 
of the game an'd how intense she is In theironly loss, a three game 
on the court is invaluable." niatch against Kent, Xavier was 
CheckettbecameXavier'sall- able to contend with the ev~ntual 
Bv SOREN BAKER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
After.an up and down season, time assist leader last year;· ending tournament champions, but wound 
Xavier's volleyball team tied Day- the season with 4096 for her three- up losing 15-10, 15-9, 15-11. 
ton and Temple for fifth place in last year career. After the Joss, Xavier turned 
year;s Atlantic 10 race. · · · . Beth Osterday, the 1995 Cin- uptheirgamea.ndneededonly seven 
. Closing out the season with cinnati Post Volleyball Player-of- games total to get 01.it of the tourna-
victories against Duquesne and St. the-Year, is the Musketeers· most ment with second place and wins 
Bonaventure gave the Muskies mo- heralded addition. The Cincinnati ov~r East Carolina and Towson 
mentmti coming into the 1996 sea~ ·native Jed St. Ursula Academy to State. . 
so11, but due to the talent-rich Atlan.,. thfee consecutive state volleyball Osterday started off her debut 
tic 10, they were picked to finish championships. ' . · season in spectacular fashion, earn-
sixtli in the conference by the Middle blocker J~nny Janszen ing a spot on the An-tournament 
coaches in their preseason poll. and outside hitter/setter Kelly Wil- team. She spiked 30 kills and 
.·Rhode Island is expected to Iiams round out Xavier's freshman scooped up 55 digs in Xavier's four 
win the. regular season title. Last ·class. matches. . 
. year, the Rams finished second in. I..eadinghisteaintoawinning Janszen also had a good col-
the conference;with a 30-8 record "seasonissomethingDeatonhasdone legedebut. Shesawsignificantplay-
. beforelosingtoregularseasoncham- in each of his six seasons as head ingtimeinthetoumament,andused 
· pions. George Washington in the coach. her. 6 foot 2 frame to get 14 blocks 
Atlantic 1 o:toumament. Deaton will be join~d on the over the four matches. 
Although they are expectedto sidelines by Darrell McLean, who · Checkettt continued her as-
h9ver in the middle of the pack, the spent the last six years as the head sist ~upremacy as she had ~53 in 13 
Musketeersreturnthreeseniorstart- women's coach .at Thomas More games. 
Date . :Opponent · ·' · .. · < ·. • · 
Nov.·23 . :WESTERNKENTOCKY · 
ers, outside hitters Sally Schulte and College before accepting an assis- Schulte' s 68 kills for the week-
3:30 p.m'. Katie Andrews and setter Susie tilnt coaching position at Xavier. ' end moved her within 86 of the 
8:00 p.m. Checkett, from last year's squad. · Last weekend Xavier opened schoolre~ord. Her attack percent-
The trio has been starting since their ~eir season by finishing second iJ1 age for the four matches was an 
Nov. 26 · at CinCinnati 
·skyline.Chili Crosstown Shootout. 
·Nov. 30 MIAMI · · 
Dec. 2 FLORIDA A.&M 
nee. 5. · . a:t.Loyol~:Marymount. · · 
.. Dec. 10 LONG ISLAND . 
· Dec. 14 HOFSTRA 
Dec. 21 at Akr<in> •. . · .. ·· 
Dec.29:. ·KANSAS STATE· 
Jan. 4 · ·. ~·VIRGINIA TECH'# . . 
· Jan. 7 at Dayton # (ESPN2) 
Jan~ll ;··,·at·Fordham#~?,...··::" · 
Jan: 16"' riJLAN'E% resP~) 
Jan. 19 . ' :TEMPLE# (WCPO) 
Jan. 23 _, at George Washington# (WCPO) 
Jan. 25 . ])UQUESNE # .. '_ •. 
Jan. 28 · ··. RHODE.ISLAND# .· 
Feb. 1 · · · at Massachusettes # (ABC) · · 
. Feb. 3 .. · · at La Salle# · .. 
Feb. 8 at St.Joseph's # (WCPO)' 
.Feb.1.2 DAYTON#. . . 
Feb.15 GEO~GEWASHINGT()N#(ESPN) 
Feb. 20 atDuques~e# · · ' · 
Feb. 22 LASALLE#.<. 
Feb; 27 ST. BONA VENTURE# 
Mar. 2· at Yirginia Tech 
'. 
. . . . . . Times are tentative ·.. . . 
. #Atlantic JO Regular Season Game 
8:00 p.m~ freshman season. . . the five~team Towson State Labor outstanding .312. .. 
.. 7:30 p.m. · .. · . Schulte, who garnered first- Day.VolleybaU Classic tournament. · Katie Andrews, ·the other 
: · 10:30p;m; .. team All-Confer~n~e honor~ lai>t "TlieMusketeersdefeatedWestVir- Musketeer senior, saw limited·ac-
7:30 p.m. year after leading the Musketeers in ginia; East Carolina and Towson · tion at the Towson tournament. She 
· 7:30 p.m. chitting (.283), kills (512) and digs State, while losing only to Kent. has been.hampered by .a sprained· 
·· · 3:00 p.m~ (369),' is planning for another . Xavier battled through a five ankle, but she is expected to be able 
2:00 p.m: sµindoufseasori. . game match with West. Virginia, to play this coming weekend. 
8:00 p.m. . .. "Her goal this year is the re winnfog the last two. games of the Xavier hosts the Queen City 
.. · _9:00p.m. •: the most valuable p.l~yerin the con~ match after the Mountaineers domi- Invitational Friday and Saturday 
. J:O()p .. m( ,\;fere1;1ce,";~,i~~-~~rie~.-heild.,coa~h. ;naleMgame tht~e;cwiril)ing.by· a. Sept::6'7;··.P~aY,c,begins Friday at 3 
.. 7:00p.m; : AoydDeaton .. ''"S~ly'S~()Wle~ge . riirirgihof 1-?~'.t . . .. .. , . p.ni. at Xavfor's Schmidt 
· 2:00 p.rri. Fieldhouse. 
8:00 p.ni'. The tournament pits the Mus-
12:00 p.m. keteersagairistAustinPeay,Murray 
7:00p.m. State,·Robert Morris and Akron. 
2:00 p.ni; . Deaton s~d he hopes that a 
7:30 p.m. · tough schedule and season touma-
·2:00 p~m. men ts will carry . over to the 
7:30 p.m. postseason. 
12:00 p'.m; "We need to play a strong 
7:30 p.m. ·. conference, and we hav~ that," he 
7:30 p.m.' ·said. 
.. 7:30p.ID'.. 
·. 2:0op.m. 
''The Queen City Invitational 
gives the opportunity to some of our 
fans to see us for two ~ays and.four · 
% A~JO!C-USA Challengi!at Riverfront Coliseum 
,·· . ' . . . 
· matches early in-the year. And we· 
haven't done that before." 
· Thursday, Sept. 5 
Friday, Sept. 6 .. · 
Saturday, Sept. 7 
Sunday, Sept. 8 
., 
Tuesda>" Sept .. 1.0 
•Men's Golf at Dayton Invitational . 
" •Volleyball, Queen city. Invitational at 
SchmidtFieldhoiise starting at 3 p.m. 
··Volleyball vs.Murray State; 3 p.m. 
· ~Volleyball vs. ~obert MorriS; 7 p.m. 
~Women~s Soccer at Duquesne; 7:30 p.m: 
•Volleyb11ll, Queen CitY Invitational at 
Schmidt Fieldhouse starting at 10 a.m. 
•yolleyball vs. Akron; 2 p.m. 
. •Volleyball vs. Austin Peay; 6 p;m. 
•Men's Soccer Alumni Scrimmage; 
7p~m; · .. · · ·., ·. 
· •Cross Country at Dayton Quad Meet •. 
•Women's Golf at Illinois State Redbird 
. Classic 
•Women's s<M:cf.!r vs. Detroit; 1 p.lil. 
•Women's Golf at illinois State Redbird · 
Classic · 
.~Volleyball at_Qf.tio .tJ1.1iv.ersity; 7 p.m, 
All home games in bold 
Home soccer matches are played· at Corcoran Field 
. Hq,J,11e volleyball matches are played at Schmidt Fieldh6use 
\ - . ... 
. . . photo courtesy Xalver Spilrts Information 
Sally Schulte will be.one of three.senior leaders on a Musketeer team 
thtit i~ hungry for respect and an NCAA tournament bid. 
• 
Next. Tuesday, Xavier will 
take io the ~oad .as· they ·travel to 
Athens for a non~onference m~tch 
ag.ainstinterstaterival Ohio Univer-
· sity. 
· · The conference season does 
. not get underway for the Muske-
teers until Sept. 20 when they travel 
· · to PittSburgh where they will take 
on Duquesne. 
· . Between now and then, ?'avier 
will host nationally ranked Georgia. 
Deaton feels that this .will be an 
. importarit match for his team. It will 
give theµi a face to face look at the 
type of competition that is on ,the 
next level. 
By facing this type of top cali-
ber competition, Deaton hopes his 
team will become better, and that 
the reward for this tough schedule is 
·a trip to the promised. land of the 
· postseason. 
'.'We want to l>e one of the 
teams in the 1996 NCAA Tourna-
ment," said. Deaton. 
Somewhere no Muskie vol-
leyb~l team has ever been. 
Xavier women·splitseasort, openel's 
. . ' '. . ·, -· , . . 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Xavier women's soccer 
·team opened their season last 
Saturday night with a disappoint~ 
ing loss to Cincinnati, but turned 
things around o.n Monday with a 
victory over St. Bonaventure in 
their Atlantic .10 opener. 
The shutout by UC was the 
second for the Bearcats iri as many 
years, and 91eir fifth straight 
victory against the Musketeers. 
· ·Meanwhile, the relatively 
young Xavier squad got things off 
to a good start in the conference 
with their win at St. Bonaventure. 
The Muskies are looking to re.peat 
last year's performance by earning 
a spot in the Atlantic 10 tcmma-
ment this November. 
The St. Bonaventure game 
was, as expected, dominated by 
Xavier, despite playing without 
the services of senior tri-captain 
Susie Weleh. Welch, a .mid-
fielder, is nursing an ankle injury 
that occurred shortly before the 
. season got under way. 
Junior forward Amanda 
·Gruber picked up where·she left 
off last season by helping lead the 
Muskies to victory. Them.:. 
captain, and Xavier's leading · 
scorer last year, put the Muskies 
on the board just over six minutes 
into 'he second half with a long 
goal off a pass from freshman 
Christie Rienshagen. Rienshagen 
and sophomore Holly Grow· 
padded the Xavier lead with goals 
in the final 12 minutes of the 
game. 
The Muskies controlled the · 
ball for. much of the game, passiiig 
at will, and bombarding the 
B~nnie's goal with 23 shots. 
On the other end of the 
field; sophomore goalkeeper Ann 
Marie Hubbard continued her 
solid play by recording seven 
saves and her sevenih career 
shutout. · " 
:Q:ubbard had seven saves in 
·the UC game a8 ·well, to help keep 
the Muskies in the game. 
The Bearcats scored their 
goal just 18 minutes into the game 
by catching the Muskies off guard 
with a breakaway. UC's Tina 
Matlock beat Hubbard in a one-
on-one battle for the score .. 
"We were in that gamefor · 
90 minutes," said Xavier head 
coach, Dr. Ron'Quinn. He called 
the loss "disappointing, but.not 
upsetting." 
With Welch on the bench, 
Xavier started four freshmen, four 
sophomores and three juniors. 
Quirin was very pleased with the . 
performance of the young line-up. 
·He was especiaily impressed 
with the play of hisfreshnien, in . 
particular, thatof the Rienshagen 
twins, Amy a:nd Christie. The 
duo, along with c~assmates Regan 
Thale{and Adrienne LOve; started 
both Musketeer games this · 
; . ; , ~- ·• . , ". _ ' 
,· .. : . 
weekend. 
. Quinn felt his youngsters 
adjusted ·to the college game very 
well. "I was very pleased," he 
. said .. "They were playing like 
seasoned college players." ·. · 
Unfortunately, LOve later· 
joined Welch on the bench witli an · 
injury, hurting her knee just ten 
niinufos info the game against the 
Bonnies. Th~ extent ofLove;s 
injury is uncertain, but Quinn · 
hopes both she and Welch will be 
back in action this weekend; 
· ·. Coming up for the Muskies · 
is.another conference road match, 
followed by a non-confe!"ence 
home gaine. On Friday, Xayier 
. travels to Pittsburgh· to truce on 
Duquesne. On Sunday, the 
Muskies take on Detroit in a 1 
p.m. game at Corcoran Field. 
The Dukes will be the first 
opponent Xavier will face from 
the A-lO's Western Division. 
The A-10 coaches' pre-
season poll has the Musketeers . 
finishing second in the West. The 
coaches selected George Wash-
ington to re.Peat their first place· 
finish in the West. In the East, the 
coaches pick~d Massachusetts to .· 
finish on top, ·with last year's 
Eastern champ; .Temple, picked, 
for second. · · · 
The Massachusetts . 
Minutewomen, last year's A-10 
champions, enter this. season 
ranked .18th i11 .. the nation by .· 
SoccerAmeric2i, arid i5th bf· ·' · 
Soccer News; · · ' 
. · pliotO by Ramon DeJesus 
Freshman .Christie Rienshagen ea171ed_At(antic io Rookie of the Week · 
honors/or scoring'<liiegoal aiUliineiassisl againsist. ·~otiavent~re on····. 
Monday, ani:tforherhardplay against Cincinnati on Saturday. · 
. . .. ~ ' 
·.,.,. 
.. ~ 
Raide:rs reigq,at :'Kick()ff ClaSsit!t' 
. . . '"·:·, .. ·., . 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier hosted the eighth 
annual Soccer Village Kick Off 
Classic this past weekend at 
Corcoran Field, and Wright State 
came out of the tournament as 
champion fQr the second year in a · 
row, and for the fourth time in the 
Classic's history. 
Wright State won by 
shutting out Xavier 2-0 on Friday, 
and followed it up by blanking 
Cincinnati· 1-0 on Sunday.~ Xavier 
finished second by defeatiiig 
.Miami 4-2 on Sunday, to go 1-1 
for the weekend. Miami and UC· 
tied for third by playing to a 
dramatic 2-2 tie in their match on 
Friday. 
Wright State also garnered 
the majority of the tournament's 
individual honors. .The Raiders 
goalie, sophomore Dan Cwiklik, 
. earned Most Valuable Keeper 
honors, grabbing nine saves in the 
two matches this weekend. 
Sophomore Michael 
Sylbome and Junior Charley 
Houck joined their Wright State 
teammate as they were honored as 
Most Valuable Defender and 
· Forward respectively. Houck 
. photo courtesy Xal'iel'. AthleticS 
Wright State's Gianni Doddato (#7) battles for the ball with Ci~cinnatFs Marcus Johansson (H20) during 
Sunday's action at the So,ccer Village Kickoff Classic. WrightState repeated as champions of the tournament 
by beating Cincinnati 1-0. The loss dropped the Bearcats into a _tie for third place in. the tournament. · 
scored both. Raider goals Jn their 
win over Xavier, while Sylborne 
kept opponents from getting any 
good shots at tI:ie goal. · . 
Xavier freshman Maringo 
Vlijter was named the Most 
Valuable Midflelder of the 
. Classic .. The Dutchmari was 
everywhere on the field, and. 
scored the first goal of his 
collegiate career on a penalty.kick· 
against Miami. 
. ' d THE DIRE. CT ROUTE 
> ... ,.! , . ,. .TO CAREER 
· ~. SUCCESS 
··. . BEGINS WITH 
. ~ · · .· · Am FORCE ROTC 
. ... . ·. 
· Many college students have 
no idea what they will do upon 
· graduation. 
No· such confusion for Air 
Force ROTC cadets, who have 
taken the ·di.feet route to career 
success. · They're learning 
.. 'leadership, and building 
managerial skills they will use all 
· their lives. They're. taking more 
responsibility, and gaining a 
greater sense · of . self. · On 
graduation day, they'Hcelebrate 
another milestone: becoming an 
Air Force officer. Your flight is . 
now · boarding! Call Captain 
/Thomas Ray at (513) 556-2237 
or einail RAYTM@UCBEH.SAN.UC.EDU, 
hltpl/u.,..www.mcm,uc.edu/AFROTCIROTC,com 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
· L~adership Excellence Starts Here 
.1·. 
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lV(eri!s soecer X-periences deja vu 
BY STEVE SMITH . they left offlast year; Despite As in the past, Xavier ties. Both Cwiklik and Houck said Hermans. 
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE finishing ~trong the Muskies were dominated their opponents, but earned Most Valuable honors in Xavier's weekend play of 
< • • •• left with a bitter taste in their ,. . had trou~le capitalizing on their .. the tournament. superb defeilse and aggressiVe 
If it's possible to. capture an . mouth due to their slow start. . opportunities, while Wright State The 2-0 loss left Hermans counter attacks leaves much 
entire season ill one weekend, f!le' " .. :not entirely satisfying," made use of.th~ fewmistakes the with this to say, "This game w~ anticipation about the potential of 
Xavier men's soc;cer terun did just said XU men's coach Jack Muskies made .. Wright State encouraging, but in no Wf'.Y the 1996 season. Despite ~e 
that last weekend .. Posting a rocky Henrians on last years season. · fonvaid Charley Houck tallied satisfying~ We showed a lot of results of the Kickoff Classic, 
s~ reminiscent of last year's ·t,. 7 ' "Progress was made again last ·goals in the third and 77!h minute potential, but have a lot of . things look positive this year. 
beginning, 'the Muskies split year, we got off to a bad start,. but to put the game out of XU' s reach. improving to do before Sunday." "In the past years this team 
games at the Soccer Village I s~w their potentjal to be a good A balanced attack by the . Hermans got his wish as the has lacked confidence, but there is 
Kickoff Classi~ to capture runner- · team.'; Muskies proved to be effective as Muskies took to the field Sunday no reason they should.· They 
up honors. . .. . . Instead, Xavier started off they out shot the Raiders 14-12, afternoon against a physical showed that today with a strong 
· Xavier ·opened their season just as last year, dropping a but outstanding goalkeeping ,by -Miami Redskin team, reminiscent defense and they finished better. 
on Friday night against Wright disappointing decision to the Wrigh~ State's Dan Cwiklik of)ast year. I'm not satisfied with the weekend 
State IOoking to pick up where Wright State Raiders. · thwarted any Muskie opportuni- With a few lineup changes totally, but the improvement is 
and a new confidence, the . encouraging," commented 
.. · · · ··. · · . · . photo courtesy Xavier Atlilet cs 
Xavier sophomore Chas Cooke goes one on one ~ith Miami goalkeeperWhimey Gibson Sunday Is Kickoff 
Classic match at Corcoran Field. Cooke tallied t;z goal and an assist as XU won 4~2. 
· Muskibs reproduced th~ play that ·Hermans. 
landed them in the Atlantic-I 0 · 
tourney last year and raised hopes 
that they would return this 
November. 
Defender Maringo Vlijter 
was used as an offensive player· 
against the Redskins and came 
through with an outstanding-all -
around game. The freshman from 
the Netherlands started things off 
_ for Xavier, scoring on a penalty 
kick in the 24th minute of play. 
Vlijter's play earned him Most 
Valuable Midfielder for the 
'!Veekened. 
Employing relentless 
offensive pressure, the Muskies 
controlled the tempo until the 
32nd minute when the momentum 
''Once-we 




shifted in Miami's direction. . h·andle.''. 
Miami midfielder Jon Holfinger 
finished off a scoring opportunity 
caused by a slight breakdown in 
the XU defense to tie the game at, 
a goal a:·piece. . · · ' · • · 
The Muskies fought back 
and regained the momentum in the 
final five minutes putting numer-
ous shots Just wi~e or off the post. 
"We have such a strong · 
team with a lot of talent, we just 
have to make use of the talent, and 
once we get in sync we become a 
tough team to handle," said XU 
defender Mike Crosby. 
TI1e Muskies stayed in sync 
in the second half as it only took 
forward Chas Cooke five mfoutes 
to find the back of the net on a 
deflection by a Miami 
defen_der.Cooke .got credit for the 
goal and XU had a 2-1 lead. 
A few minutes later 
Miami's Todd Luecke received a 
red card for a violent foul on 
Xavier's Pete Knippenberg and 
for Miami it was all down hill 
from there .. 
In the 64th minute 
Knippenberg capitalized on a 
beautiful pass from midfielder 
Vladamir Ciric to seal the Xavier 
victory.· For\vard Brian DiBattista . 
. added another Xavier goal on a 
breakaway in the 81st minute to 
finish off the Muskie scoring. 
Miami's Paul Galat added a 
goal for the Redskins in the 89th 
.minute to.put the final score at 4- . 
2. 
It was not only an offensive 
day for the Muskies. Crosby led a 
fistey defensiv.e unit that had 
Miami running circles most of the· 
game. XU allowed twelve shots 
all day and only six of those were 
·OD goal. 
"Our defense is as strong as 
it's been in years. That gives us a . 






Returning 14 letter winners 
from last years squad and the 
addition of six freshman who have 
already made an impact, the 
Muskies look to challenge for the 
A-10 title. Xavier was picked to 
finish third in the pre-season A-10 
coaches poll. 
The nationally ranked 
squads from Rhode Island and 
Massac~usettes are piCked to 
finish first and second respec-
. tively. 
The Musketeers quest 
begins wlien the open up Atlantic 
10 play against the University of 
Dayton on September 11 at 
Dayton.· 
Xavier has plenty of time to 
prepare for their tough A-10 
schedule as they ha_ve two weeks 
off prior to the Dayton match. 
An alumni scrimmage on· 
September 7 will give the Muskies 
one last game experience befdre 
the regular season. · 
' ' ' \ • 1 • • ' • • • • • • • • ' - • .. • • • • • • • ' '. ~ 
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Xavier readies to host first-ever volleyball tourney 
BY J>E:n;: HOLTERMANN outside hitter Michele Eberl, who registered 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 373 kills and 334. digs last season. 
. Robert Morris will bripg a team of 11 
This weekend Xavier will host the underclassmen into Cincinnati, with' only· 
first ever Queen City_ Invitational volleyball one senior on their roster. Tina Friel, a 
tournament at Sc~dt Fieldhouse. The senior outside hitter,. willlead the Lady· 
action kicks off at 3 p.m. on Friday, and Colonials with her 338 kills and 245 digs 
continues all day Saturday. from last season. . 
The tournament is just· another of . Murray State is in a similar situation, 
Xavier's attempts to establish itself as a with six freshmen following the.lead of 
strong volleyball school. ·This effort has their two seniors. 
been aided by the school's move to the However, sophomore Stephanie · 
Atlantic 10. · Diebold is the Racer's standout. Last year 
The program has also been adding she nailed 259 kiHs with an attack percent-
tougher opponents to its schedule. For age of .286. · 
example, nationally ranked Georgia will Xavier wiU Pe lead by their three 
visit Schmidt Fieldhouse on Sept. 16. senior standouts, but their three strong 
The Queen City Invitational wiU freshmen will also be an asset. 
feature Xavier, Akron, Austin Peay, Murray Senior leaders Sally Schulte and 
State and Robert Morris. Susie Checkett will pace the Muskies as · 
The Musketeers should dominate the they contim~e to etch their places in the 
tournament. They come in with the . Xavier record books. 
momentum of a second place in the Towson Freshman sensation Beth Osterday, 
State Labor bay Classic. · from Cincinnati's St. Ursula, enters the 
The tournament wiU feature some tournament after an outstanding debut. At 
contrasting teams. While Xavier's team has the Towson State Labor Day Classic, 
a healthy blend of youngsters and experi- · Osterday was named to the AH-: Tournament 
enced upperclassmen, the other squads lean Team for her attack percentage of..225; 30 
heavily one way or the other. kills and 55 digs in four matches. 
Akron and Austin Peay are stocked Xavier coach Floyd Deaton feels that 
with upperclassmen. Murray State and the Queen City Invitational will increase 
Robert Morris are the opposite with a roster the strength of voHeybaH in Cincinnati. 
strong with youngsters. · Deaton also_ likes the quaJity·of play he sees 
Austin Peay boasts _nine upperclass- locaHy on the high school level. 
men, however, three are first-year transfers. . "We want to recruit here (locaHy) 
Leading the Lady Govs wilJ be senior setter because I think it's one of the best high 
Noemi Chiabra and senior outside hitter school voheyball areas in the Midwest," photo courtesy of Xavier Sports InformaUon 
Cori Brown. said Deaton. "W.e have five players from Xavier's.Susie Checkett hopes to be cetebrat-
Akron is led by four· seniors and two the Grea~~r Cincinnati area and I expecf us, ing again this weekend as her team liosts,and 
juniors. Leading the Zips will be senior to conti_nue recruiting this ar('!a hard." · competes in,. (he first Queen City Invitational. 
Athletic improvemehts a··welconie Ch~nge 
BY ToM DECORTE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
A sea of 105,595'.screaming, insane,. 
football-loving fans. This is the group of 
people I decided to spend my Labor Day 
weekend with. 
Though I was excited about the 
Soccer Village Kickoff Classic and the 
Women's soccer match with Cincinnati at 
Corcoran Field, I decided not to stay. I 
could _have hung out at the same places I 
party every weekend and had a blast. I 
didn't.' lfelt myself being pulled north up 
1-75 as if on a pilgrimage. 
I decided to spend the weekend with 
family. · 
I saw the first member of my family 
about two hours out of Cincinnati at a gas 
station in the small town of Wapokoneta, 
Ohio. His family flag was protruding out 
from the top of the dri:vers side wiitdow. 
He noticed I w_as wearing a family t-shirt. 
We talked about our trip ahead, I told him a 
shortcut and we agreed fo travel together. 
As we proceeded north, leaviiig the 
interstate for the state roads of Michigan, 
our family became bigger as we saw more 
flags, bumper stickers, t-shirts and beeping 
horns. After four hours of traveling, we 
had almost reached our destination. 
Though it was several hours before 
the start of the University of Michigan's 
football sea8on, I was already fuH of 
excitement. Fans, alumni, students and 
children were all·comingtogether to · 
celebrate~ 
By the time the band had played "The 




students and we here at the Newswire; 
Xavier has also made steps,to 
improve sports that had been weaker in 
recent years. The baseball team has been 
rejuvenated in the last five years by the 
hiring of head coach John Morrey and 
increased funding from the athletic depart~ 
ment. The baseball team has improved each 
'of the five years of Morrey's tenure and the . 
increased success has brought better 
.recruiting classes. 
Hayden Field, even with the concrete 
bleachers, is impeccably kept, making it the 
most picturesque place to catch a ballgame 
in Cincinnati, and that includes Riverfront. 
Arena and Crisler Arena toward the "Big university, there have been numerou.s There have also been several changes 
House," the crowd was at fever pitch. A improvements to help Xavier leap forward .. ·that aren't necessarily .obvious to the 
few minutesJater;everyone was in place in the college athletic scene~ ' · averageXavier fan. For instance, the 
and the Wolverines charged out of the The jump from the Midwest Colle- resodded Corcoran Field looks like an 
tunnel and the 1996 f~ot~all season was giate Conference to thlAtlantic .IO was·a actual fieJd now instead of an enclosed 
underway. huge step. Instead of playing. small vers~on of Cohen Field (The NewsWire 's 
This is just a sin~ll taste of what it's · regionaluniversities such as Butler and new back yard). In addition, the athletic 
like to attend a Michigan football game. I'd Wright State, now XU athletes can test department has improved the sound systems 
imagine it's a s~milar experience at Notre · themselves against national powers:' at most of its sport venues. No longer will 
Dame, N~braska, or Ohio State. However, UMass; Temple and Virginia Tech. XU sporting events sound like something 
one place where .this feeling wiU never be Nowhere was this·change in confer- out of a Charlie Brown cartoon. 
felt is Xavier University.. ences more evident than in men's basket- Xavier will recieve another boast as it 
Don't get me wrong, I think Xavier's ·bait· The old home attendance record was · hosts the NCAAWomen's Basketball Final 
athletic department is top notch. Not only is shattered, and l!ationally televised games Four at Riverfront Coliseum in the _end of 
XU strong in mariy sports; but academics against UMass and George Washington · , March .. Hosting this event, espedally in the 
also remain atop priority, which is.more gave the Musketeers more reeognitiOn than year foHowing the Olympics; is a golden 
than I cari say for a certain crosstown.rival. when they played in the NCAA tournament · opportunity for Xavier that the University 
Obviously, Xavier's top sport, ·like ·as the MCC representative. .. appears ready to capitalize on. · 
many other· smaller schools,. is basketball. · Ano;.:1er excellent move by Xavier It is evident that Xavier is taking the 
While XU hoops has a great ·fan base and was staging toutnaments for other sports at necessary steps to firmly establish itself in · 
~as taken great leaps in the last decade, it our venues, generating excitement locally. ·the upper echelon of major c.ollege _athlet-
will never be able to match the kind of· EventS such as the Soccer Village Kickoi.:' ics;. Unfortunately, no matter how hard 
excitement that I e~petjenced this weekend. . Classic last weekend; a_nd the upcoming. · · ·Xavier tries, it just can't match the excite-
That much is 'true, but the more I · Queen City Yolleyball Invitational. give ment of major college football;· ·But who 
think about ilt ii doesn~t have to match the _loeat exposl1re to teams that normally are knows what we could do with a little extra: . 
excitement. In my three short years at. this . only folJowed by parents, a handful of land .... '. 




Xavier on the ·Web 
Xavier's Home Page on the World Wide Web is 
·operational. The page includes in.formation about campus 
activfries,. events and library holdings. 
. Under the "Admission" heading, students who have 
. yet to wander around our newly renovated campus can do 
so courtesy of their computer. 
The University's master calendar can be found under 
"Xavier Information.'; It will be updated as new informa-
tion is submitted; To list an event on the master calendar, 
e-mail information to: 
· events@xavier.xu.edu or XA VIER::EVENTS 
To connect to Xavier's Home Page: 
PC and Macintosh users 
• open Netscape 
•enter the address:· www.xu.edu. 
VAX terminal users 
•at the$ sign type: LYNX http://www.xu.edu 
Open play auditions 
Auditions for the musical ''Tony and Tina's Wed-
ding" will be held Sept. 9 and 10 at 7 p:m. in the Theatre. 
A wide variety of ch~acter types are needed. Main 
character sketches will be posted outside the Musketeer Inn 
on the Player's board. 
These brief capsufos provide an idea of what roles 
need to be filled. ' 
Singing parts are available. If you would like to 
sing, bring either sheet music for piano accompaniment or 
a taped selection. 
"Tony and Tina's Wedding" will be performed 
Thursday-Sunday, from Nov. 14:.24. 
The "wedding" for each performance will take place 
in the Theatre and then the audience and actors will move 
to the "reception" in the Milin Dining Room. 
There, the audience becomes the invited guests to the 
elaborate Italian wedding and reception. 
. Looking for ideas 
.Women Offering Rights, Truth and Happiness 
(W.O.R.T.H.) is planning an academic conference, "I'm 
Happy With Myself: Feminism in the 90s.'' 
Members are looking for ideas from faculty and 
staff on topics to address. The conference will examine 
concepts such as feminism, theology, business, history 
and art~ 
W.O.R.T.H .. hopes to hold the conference April 4-
6, 1997. . 
Please"forward suggestions to Jennifer Tilford at 
mailbox 4444. 
· Fantily -Funf est party 
The second annual Xavier FamilyFunfest takes 
place from 3-10 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 7, at the Cohen 
Center playfields. · 
Sponsored by the Cincinnati Chapter of the Xavier 
National Afomni Association and Xavier's Musketeer 
Club, the day's activities will include games, food, 
drinkS and raffle prize drawings. 
Admission is free. 
.•: 
The Gufs: briilding a foil owing 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
For years, The Gufs have 
. been playing shows throughout 
the upper Midwest where they.are 
relatively unheard of, and yet, 
after the~e shows, people leaving 
cannot stop talking about them. 
· The band hopes this 
phenomenon continues as they 
wrap-up Spirit Celebration with a 
concert.on the Residential Mall 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, 
Sept. 8. 
The Gufs are touring in 
support of their fifth albun:i. 
Simply titled The Gufs, it is the 
quintet's first major label refoase. 
The five member band uses· 
driving rhythms as the foundation 
for their songs. In addition to the 
bassist and rhythm guitars of 
brothers Dejan and Goran Kralj, 
there are two percussionists in the 
band, Scott Schwebel and Brian 
Pettit. What really makes the 
band unique, however, are the 
lead vocals of Goran; and their 
balance against the powerful, yet 
often subtle, lead guitar of MorgaQ 
Dawley. 
The story of The Gufs' 
success is a simple one. It has 
been a gradual process where a 
small base of support eventually 
snowballed into greater success. 
The band got their start in 
· 1988 when Goran and Schwebel 
roomed toether while teammates 
on the soccer teain at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
The two would often travel to 
Kralj's Indiana home where Dejan 
would jam with them. In 1990, 
Dawley joined the trio .. 
In 1991, The Gufs released 
their first album, Staring Into the 
Sun, on their own·Red Submarine 
label. · 
The Gufs play Ohio for the, second time in a month when they hit the 
stage at Xavier's Spirit Celebration on Sept. 8. 
"When we put out our first 
disc," says Schwebel, "we thought 
it would be a momento we could · 
look back on in ten years. But the 
crowds got bigger and the album 
started to sell.'' 
They saved the money 
earned from their first release and 
used it to produce their second 
album. They also added a 
member as Pettit came on board. 
The snowball started to grow. 
While their first CD release party 
only drew 200 people, the 1992 
releas_e party for their sophomore 
effort $ongs of Life drew over 
500. 
The Gufs also started 
playing outside of Milwaukee, 
regularly hitting Chicago and 
Madison. In 1993, they recorded 
Circa '89 live in the studio, and 
filled it with some of the more 
popular unreleased songs from 
their live sets: 
. In 1995, the band released 
Collide, the album that accelerated 
their 6areer. They released the 
song "Crash (Into Me)" as a 
single. After 14 weeks near the 
top of the Milwaukee radio charts, 
. and several months as one of the 
top-selling albums in the region, 
The Gufs were grabbing the 
attention of the record industry. 
The successful year culmi-
nated with their signing with 
Atlantic. 
Their show at Xavier on 
Sunday will be their second Ohio 
appearance in less than a month, 
the first at the Ohio State Fair 
where they opened for the Goo 
Goo Dolls. · · ·. 
The Gufs know that touring 
· extensively and playing before 
new audiences will lead them to 
future success. 
"Playing these kinds of 
shows is key," said Dejan. 
"After all, it's how we got 
going." 
Rothberg's insightful numbers 
· -BvKO:MiJ. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
One of the most refreshing 
CDs to pass over the laser recently 
is the Patti Rothberg debut 
"Between the 1 and the 9.'' While 
listening to this singer/ 
songwriter's reflections on her 
experiences, mostly personal, ii is 
not difficult to imagine many 
others nodding to her thoughts and 
ideas in recognition of their own. 
Many of Rothberg'_s songs 
recall the withering experiences 
inflicted by selfish friends or 
lovers. Despite being burned, her 
optimism and strength constantly 
prevail, often with a 90s, jaded · 
twist. Nonetheless, her insight 
also applies to more succe·ssful 
ventures. 
Rothberg's vocal approach 
varies from song to song apd 
emotion to emotion. "Looking for 
a Girl" is rich with irony, her 
lilting voice covering the disap-
pointment and rage caused by a 
guy who cannot reeognize the 
Patti Rothberg reflects on her own 
experience on her deubt offering, 
"Be.tween the I and the 9." 
treasure he's stringing along, one 
begging for an epiphany that will 
never come. This song sounds 
soft but plays hard. 
Tracks with an obviously 
harder edge such as "Up' Against 
the Wall," "Treat Me Like Dirt," 
and "Change Your Ways". 
. demonstrate an ability to rock 
with the best of whoever happens 
· to be out there. "Perfect Stranger" 
captures the poignant acceptance 
that perfection in others is more 
fanciful thought than mundane 
· reality . 
When Rothberg signed with 
EMI, ~he was fortunate that the 
studio accepted."Little" Dave· 
Greenberg as producer; His 
musical values uniformly coincide 
with the vocal concept of each 
song. The supporting musicians 
also enhance the CD with superb 
musical backing. 
· · The most compelling reason 
for the artistic success of "Be-
tween the 1 and the. 9" is 
Rothberg's ability to meld folk, 
blues, punk and just plain old-
fashioned rock and roll so deftly. 
Some have dismissed her as 
just another example of some 
theoretical "tortured female 
syndrome." Apparently those 
folks didn't bother listening to her 
work. Female, she is .. Tortured, 
she isn't. Thoughtful and insight-
ful work much better: · 
What Rothberg presents· is 
hardly mundane. She simply does 
it better than· most others. 
... 
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•"Ashes. to ashes .we all fall .· •" ... rm· frustrated by .your · · · · 
down .. ;" Retumofthenightofthe apathy ... " Alanis:Morissette is. tuesda.y .... 
Grateful Dead; a night of the live comin' tc\' town!!! At 8 p.m., 
recording,s,albums,andtaperecord~· Riverbend 'Music Center will fea.: September 10 . 
ings of Jerry Garcia burping. 89.7 ture the girl who's come a long way · •TheEsquireTheaterhasBar-. ~LEND AR 
· · · .. would you like to swing on a star ... " FM WNK:U ·is the station ·for you from "You Can't Do' That On Tele- gain Tuesday Night! All shows, all 
deadheads and the show begins at 9 vision" on cable. Come on down, seatS and all times are three bucks. 
Wedn. es day fr1• day· . p.m. you kno:w all the words from the Trainspotting, Emma and :Kansas · · . · . . · . . . . •Above Longworth's is the mistress ofoverplayed music. . ·City are the featured films: Come 
.September 4· - September 6 Attic, a hardwOOd floor dance area . ·•Women's soccer takes the and see films with substance, bOth 
•It's caffeine injected fun ... •It's the Queen City Invita- with a disc jockey playing music. fieldwithDetroit on Corcoran Field. illegal arid 'plot quality. For more · 
It's back with a vengance ;,, it's tional featuring the roarin' Lady Tonight, DJ Daisy will be ~pinning Come on down at 1 p.m. and support information, call ~81-8750. 
International Coffee Hour!!! That's Muskies spiking Murray State at 3 the fermented sounds of disco!!! your Muskies!!! /!,. Welcomehomemonkies!!! 
right kiddos, from 3:~0-4:3o p.m. in p.m. and puttingdownRobCrtMorris Break out the gold chains and strut l!J." ••• Or would you rather be The Calendar Man has- missed liis the Roinero House. Featured today at 7 p.11).. That's double the action up to Mount Adams. The music a pig!" , followers. Welcome to the Calen-
are coffee delights from Taiwan. and double the fun at the Schmidt statts up at 8 p.m. -d. · · dar. Section, no children, small ani-
•Final auditions are being held Memorial Fieldhouse. Head on · d. mon ay mals, Anglo-Saxons or mailmen 
for the Xavier Players' ·production· down and support your team, sun · ay. Septembei9 were harmed iri the, produetion of 
of .Oleanna. · Try outs are in the nerds!!! September 8 · •It's Monday night. Do you thiscat_endar. Ifyou'regoodfansof 
UniversityTheatreat7p.m. Come •ForallthejuniorPalmersout . •XavierSpiritCelebrationwill . know what that means? FOOT- -theshririeofdatesa_ndtimethenyou 
ondownandseethemakingsofthis. there,theToyotaGolfSkillsChal- beginat4:30p.m.withamassonthe BALL!!! Philadelphia takes on know_ what it's master craves ... 
controversial work. · lenge has arrived at the Meadow Academic Mall. A picnic will fol-. Green Bay at 9 p.m. Head to Dana NEW EVENTS!!! Yes, iny chil-
. •The Contemporary ArtsCen- Links ·and Golf Academy. Prizes low at 6 p.m. on' the Academic Mall Gardens for the Monday night ex- dren, Calendar Man needs new 
ter features the display; "Is it Art? and lessons are available. The pro- as well and The Gufs wiU perfonn pressfeaturingthegame,freepizza, events. Fax Calendar Man at 745:. 
Transgressions in . Contemporary gram runs from September 6-8. For FREE of charge at 7:30 p.m. on the beer, and the incredible Robbie! Join 2898 or call Calendar Man at 745-
Art" by a group of artists. Formore more information, cail 1-800-932- ResidentialMal~~ GettoXavierand the fun.on Dana Avenue with all· 3122· Send 'mail care of the 
information; call 721-0390. 8337 · lean back with some Catholic teach- your comrades or you can watch it at Newswire or drop off a line at Cohen 
•Hey, there's a party at Saw- •M'man Jethro is comin' to ing, a JTM burger, some chips and home. Center. Calendar Man misses you, 
yerPoint. Yes druids, Q102and the town! That's right, Jethro Tull and a ~ive band. please keep in touch. -fiil-
King of Beers are bringing the Gin Emerson~Lake&Palmerarecomin' 
Blossoms and the Modulators to the ·to the Queen City. The show is at 
Queen City to perform for FREE!!! Riverbend and begins at 8 p.m. You 
Head on down to the river the :fes- betterseetheseguysperformbefore 
tivities begin at 5 p.m. · · · they'resenttoageriatrichome. For 
/!,.~,.Carry moonbeams.home more information, call 749-4949. 
l
·n ' . •"When you wake up, I'll still aJar ... 
feel the same ... "lftheoldisn'tyour 
tJ!!!!~day thing then try the new, the ska-style band, Goldfingerwith special guest 
the Bu Bu Klan! Bogart's got 'em 
live. Call 281-8400 for more infor-•Tavern in the Woods in 
Clifton will have beer for a quarter. 
Yes, you read it right, beer for a mation. 
quarter! So head to Clifton and l!J." ",', and be better off than 
watch out for tho .. se u .c. gang~ters. yo. u are ... t d· . 
•The Andrew Lloyd.Webber, · sa or ay··. 
Broa4way smash musical, Sunset · · ·· 
Boulevard will be performed at the ~eptembe~ 7 . 
AronoffCenterfortheArts through. •Did you miss the refreshing . 
September 21. For more informa- roundsofvolleyballyesterday? Fear 
tion, call 621-2787. · not, ~causethereispenanceforthe 
•What do the local crowds at chromcally stupid. Just head to the 
Xavier do on a Thursday night? Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse and · 
A S d 
scream your head off. Yes, double 
. tu y. 
B. Watch NBC'.s Thursday your pleasure, .. double your fun ... 
Night Line-Up. (Reruns this week.) at 2 p.m., the roarin' Lady Muskies 
C SI 
take on Akron & at 6 p.m., the 
.. eep. 
D. Head to Dana Gardens for mistresses of spike go head to head 
socialization and beer!!! (Must be . with Austin Peay!!! These women 
21 years of age to comply with an- · playe~ two rounds yesterday and. 
swer D.) they're just getting warmed up!!! · ·. 
·_·. ·. ·· ·. em_assi8iezJS· ·. · ·. 
' . ' 
**HOUSE FOR $ENT** 
-Recent rehab;, .walk to· 
XU, Near tr~cks, 4-+: bedrooms, 
appliances in'cluded, water paid, 
2 0££-street parking spaces, $800/ 
mo.+utilities, l month ·deposit 
required, 1762 Williams Ave., 
Call 321-1563. 
SITTER NEEDED for 
church nursery. Children aged 
0-3yrs. Sundays, 9:15am-noon; 
CBS in partnerslµp wfl'he: 
Gap Distribution Ctr. is hiring 
merchandisehandiers. Allshifts, 
inCiudingweekends & part ti~e. 
Longterm opportunity. Bonuses 
. available. INTERVIEW SEVEN 
DAYS A WEEK? Call CBS: 
Ft. Mitchell:(606)34l-51>11 
· No..Wood: 531-5858 
Queensgate: 721-1118 
other times possible. Must be **BABYSITIING** 
18yrs. or ol~er and supply own In Hyde Park for our ~year-old 
Htra1nspTo~t~tion .. Ascension & twills in ·our home from 3-6 p.m., o y nmty Episcopal Church · Mon.-Fri. Call 321-6713. 
in Wyoming, OH. Call821-6220 . . . 




DBPOT. .. . . ' . , ... ,.· 
Computers & Access 
.'~·Software 
• School Supplies· 
•Printers, Fax Machi 
Calculators and 0th 
Business Machi.nes 
.~Furniture 
Plus,· check out the in~store 
Bu$iness Center for all your 
printing and copying ri-eeds 
Call 1-800-55.7~3376 
. for. the store nearest you . 
: : .. ',. '·, THE XAVl.ER·NEWS,WIJ"~E.• WEEK-OP SEJ>TE!Yi.~E~ ~' 1,~$}.6,~_PA,~~-1.? , ... ;""" ·,• , .. ,,~. '.·:: ... , .... ··_: '-. _. ',' ._ .. , ,'' ~,,,,. • ' ' '' '•f~'•,'''', I ,••,,, '' '' '' \ ' ,, " '•,,'- '', :ti ~~ ~ 'c • ,, ~ {: '>; l ~ ' 
THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 OT prophet 
5 Oilarrels 
1 O Israeli airline 
14 Cover with 
asphalt 








20 Gives In 
. 2:! Asian mount 
24 Camper's bed 
25 A Gershwin 
26 Schemed .. 
30 Analyzer 
34 All - (attentive) 
35 Confederacy 
signature 
37 Grow weary 





43 Listens to 
45 Dundee 111!live 
46 Washlni;ton 
legislator :·. 
48 Baby watchers 
50 Chaney of the 
silents 
:;1 Broadcasl 
52 Those lacking 
pigmentation 
56 Baseball officials 
'60 Wealher word 
61 Dalla of song 
63 Hand.out 
64 Magnani or 
Motto . · · · 
65 Roof overhangs 
66 Redac1 





2 HusbaM or wife 
3 Egg'•haped 
4 Chooses 
5 Strew about 
6 Ctiums 
7 Do sums 
e Hold af bay 












27 Garment size 
28 Constellation 
29 Hold back 
30 Remits 
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44 Kind of cat 54 Coal containers 
45 Walks with long · · 55 Burn deeply 
steps 56 Employs 
47 Heavy weight 57 .Went by car · · 
49 Gratuity 58 Director Kazan 
52 Fast horse 59 Gels 
53 Bowling alley 62 Ms. Gabor 
~~o-r~c~ SuB-ra..c S16,J · 
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JUST ADOUT ANY FEDERAL AGENCY 
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